Multiband LiDAR systems, which are typically single wavelength in transmission and reception, are becoming more applicable for scientific use. However, traditional LiDAR receivers do not scale well to tens or hundreds of received bands. We introduce the design for a spectrographic receiver using an array detector for laser spectrometers and present two of the many possible applications: fluorescence spectroscopy in the visible range and IR reflectance spectroscopy. Each laser pulse has the capability of exciting a target in various wavelengths, and a spectrographic receiver would be able to interpret this excitation, while a typical LiDAR consisting of single wavelength receiver would not. Using a spectrograph in a system with a pulsed laser in the visible or UV range is capable of the detection of fluorescent signal. These spectra reveal the presence of organics and is an applicable technology for planetary science. A spectrograph coupled with a pulsed laser in the IR range shows capability of detecting the presence of water in various forms also applicable technology for both Earth and planetary science. Both systems utilize a Czerny-Turner spectrograph design with a ZnSe prism for the dispersion of light onto an Avalanche Photo Diode (APD). This paper introduces the concept and design of a spectrographic receiver for laser spectrometers, as well as two possible applications.
INTRODUCTION
Typical LiDAR systems operate using a single wavelength combined with a single wavelength receiver. Differential absorption LiDARs (DIAL) for gas detection use two wavelengths, and typically employ time multiplexed receivers or dichroic beam splitters to send the return beam to separate respective detectors. As technology progresses, multiband LiDAR systems are becoming more practical. This includes using many laser transmission bands to probe complex chemical targets or stimulating the target with a single laser frequency that results in multiband response such as standoff Raman or fluorescent LiDARs. These two types of multiband LiDARs stress existing detection techniques. Time multiplexing is only effective for a small number of bands if targets are variable over the timescale of the laser wavelength variation, and is not effective for LiDARs where single bands stimulate a spectral response. Dichroic beam splitter approaches are also limited in band count as losses at each wavelength division mount and the arrangement of detectors becomes challenging ( Figure 1 ). Here, we present a design that simplifies the optical path and that is scalable; a spectrographic receiver and discussion of two applications of a spectrographic receiver for laser spectrometers concerning fluorescence and IR systems. Our concept incorporates a spectrographic receiver with a high-speed photodiode array (APD) (Figure 2 ). The spectrographic receiver is based on the Czerny Turner spectrograph design. The applications are a laser fluorescence spectrometer with a single transmitting wavelength, requiring receiving technology for many tens or hundreds of receiving wavelengths, and an IR multiband laser reflectance system using 6 transmitting wavelengths and 6 receiving wavelengths ( Figure 3 ).
The spectrograph concept is scalable to any wavelength range within limits. In this paper, the spectral component of the spectrograph discussed covers the visible range from 0.55 to 0.75 microns and in the IR range from 1.5 to 3.6 microns. The visible range aims to conduct fluorescence spectroscopy, where organics have a strong signal. The IR range aims to conduct laser reflectance spectroscopy of various forms of water and organics. With this spectral sensitivity combined with the high sensitivity of the APD detectors discussed, we present a spectrographic reviver enabling a wide range of remote sensing studies in the visible and IR wavelength ranges. 
METHODS
In this section, we discuss the design and two possible applications. A LiDAR system consists of a laser transmitter, a receiver, and time-resolved electronics that determine the range of the target using timing electronics and the returned pulse characteristics. Our design describes the implementation of a spectrographic receiver, capable of ranging and detection of various wavelengths simultaneously. The key to the spectrographic design is the use of array detectors, and a ranging LiDAR requires high-speed detectors. Avalanche photodiode arrays are available both in the visible and IR and will be described below. Relevant IR lasers are available or in development Li et al. 2017; Hayne et al. 2013 ). This design reduces the optical path length and preserves intensity as compared to the IR multiband LiDAR shown in Figure 1 , which uses both multiple beam splitters and time-separated pulses to collect data. The spectrographic receiver approach is scalable and applicable to several types of laser induced spectroscopy systems. Hence, a single receiver development can be applied to multiple instruments, including discrete wavelength transmitters as well as broadband transmitters or fluorescent LiDARs. As an additional benefit, in a discrete laser wavelength system, the nominally unilluminated pixels on the detector provide a measure of the instrument's stray light and general system background. The measurement of background yields a powerful and extremely sensitive passive spectral measurement system given the near photon counting nature of the detectors. 
Spectrograph
A Czerny-Turner spectrograph comprises two spherical mirrors with a flat diffraction grating. By folding the beam with the two mirrors, the spectrograph is compact. Figure 4 shows a ray trace of our design that features >80% ensquared energy within the 64 micron square IR pixels at all wavelengths and >95% within the 300 micron visible APD detectors at all wavelengths. The overall size of the instrument is not optimized, current it is 100x100x50 mm, but conveys the concept. In this design the ensquared energy is over 95% for the 300 micron visible APD pixels.
In the visible version, the spectrograph design operates within the range of 0.55 to 0.75 µm. This range sufficiently captures the fluorescence signal from most organics as well as fluorescent minerals using a 530 nm laser transmitter. The spectrograph is designed for a 7.5 mm 25 element linear detector array (Section 2.3) resulting in a spectral sampling of 8 nm. In order to filter out the incident 532 nm laser light, a long-pass filter is placed in front of the spectrograph. The fluorescent return signal can distinguish organics and non-organics based on the properties on short-lived versus longlived fluorescence (Misra et al. 2016).
The IR spectrograph is similar to the visible spectrograph, but includes additional features due to the properties of the spectral range. Since IR receivers are sensitive to thermal background detection, a cold filter in the detector rejects thermal background beyond 3.5 microns. Order separation is also required, given the breadth of the spectral range discussed. In this application, we take advantage of a two-row linear detector array and execute cross dispersion using a ZnSe prism. The prism separates two adjacent spectral orders, with spatial projection in agreement with the size of the detector. For the first order, m=1, the spectra projects from 2.5 to 5 microns on one row of the detector and for the second order, m=2, the spectra projects from 1.25 to 2.5 microns on the second row of the detector. Since the prism is weak, the curvature of the spectrum is negligible. The dispersion in the IR spectrographic receiver is designed to place 2.4 to 3.6 microns on a 30-pixel detector, resulting in a 40 nm spectral resolution in the first order and a 20 nm spectral resolution for the second order, since the 30 pixels cover a smaller range (1.25 to 1.8 microns) . In all, the properties of the spectrograph vary slightly from one spectrographic receiver to the other but the concept is scalable.
Passive backgrounds
Since the IR instrument concept collects reflected and emitted radiance, there is a contribution of this radiance to the total signal detected. In the IR, the ambient solar background signal is much smaller than the laser signal during the brief duration of the laser pulse, even at solar noon, but it is not zero. Two methods are available to estimate and remove the lunar background. The first is to sample the signal before and after the arrival of the laser pulse, though this introduces the uncertainty associated with downtrack variation in radiance, which can be large (e.g. at the edges of shadows). However, in the discrete wavelength IR case, since the lasers only illuminate a small portion of the detector array, the passive signal can be interpolated across the laser-occupied pixels. Ambient radiance is more problematic for the fluorescent mode as the fluorescent spectrum is continuous, can be weak, and in the case of mineral fluorescence longlived (milliseconds). In this case, temporal sampling may be required or limiting operation to lower radiance backgrounds, especially at night. Figure 5 shows the Quantel VIRON compact solid-state laser, used for the application of the spectrographic receiver for fluorescence spectroscopy. It is a compact active Q-switched solid-state pulsed laser. The laser utilizes a diode to generate the lasing photons. Its capabilities include a 20 Hz operating rate, conductive cooling, 15 mJ/pulse pulse energy, and a 10 ns pulse width. The IR instrument uses a diode pumped monolithic IOPO (Intracavity Optical Parametric Oscillator) laser, developed at GSFC, to generate laser pulses in the wavelengths specified 
Lasers

Detectors
The instrument operating in the visible range would use a commercial Si APD array by Excelitas and is shown in Figure 7 . The detector array consists of 25 300 µm APDs. The excitation wavelength of the laser is 532 nm and fluorescence occurs at longer wavelengths than the source wavelength, so it will not detect light from higher orders of the dispersed light. As stated earlier, the laser light is excluded using a long-pass filter. The IR instrument uses a 2x8 pixel HgCdTe APD array, from GSFC and DRS as shown in Figure 8 in an LN2 dewar. These detectors have a quantum efficiency >90% from the visible to 5 micron range. The read-out integrated circuits (ROIC) operate at cryogenic temperatures, allowing the photo-multiplication gain of the APD to sufficiently override the noise associated with the ROIC. There is little noise from the photoelectron multiplication process associated with the APD. In Figure 9 , we display the spectral response of the HgCdTe APD (Beck et al 2006; Sun et al. 2015) . This graphic shows the detectors approaching a quantum-limited performance before reaching the maximum APD gain and the SNR is nearly constant at higher APD gain ("noiseless gain"). The detectors discussed were for CO 2 and CH 4 LiDAR measurements in 2014, 2015, and 2016 (e.g. Sun et al. 2016 ). They demonstrated unprecedented sensitivity and linear dynamic range. 
IMPACT & APPLICATIONS
This spectrographic receiver, shown in Figure 11 , enables various spectroscopic LiDAR instruments that detect active reflectance and spectral fluorescence LiDARs. Issues with current LiDARs are mitigated with the proposed instrument design and functionality. These issues include noise associated with less known range, temporal multiplexing of spectral LiDAR returns, and the reduction of sensitive passive background measurements, due to its low-light-level HgCdTe APD Array operation. In all, this instrument would function as a universal tool for laser reluctance and fluorescence spectrometers in the future. 
CONCLUSION
As LiDAR applications increase to include spectrally complex targets stimulated by laser radiation, either reflection from multiband sources or fluorescence or Raman from single band sources, traditional time multiplex or dichroic receivers are either not applicable or become impractically complex. A spectrographic approach using a grating spectrograph can receive all wavelengths with a relatively simple optical system, using array detectors such as avalanche photodiodes. Avalanche photodiode arrays are available in both the IR and visible portions of the spectrum, enabling a wide range of multiband LiDAR applications when coupled with a spectrograph. In this paper, we described the application of a spectrographic approach to an IR multiband laser transmitter LiDAR, and a fluorescence spectroscopy LiDAR using a single laser transmitter. The proposed spectrographic LiDAR receiver is applicable to a wide range of missions and laser transmitter modalities. It enables measurement of range, of value to any mission, but also removes the significant source of noise inherent in range variation. It also allows simultaneous detection of all wavelengths, mitigating noise due to surface reflectance variations.
